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1. 

2. 

Definition of Alternative 
A7:  Meter and manage surface water distribution flows through all irrigation systems to 

conserve water. 

Summary of the Alternative Analysis 
Improved irrigation water metering and flow controls, including canal gates, will result in 

operational efficiency improvements and a reduction in the quantity of water diverted from 

surface or groundwater sources.  An estimate of the diversion water reduction that could result 

from these operational improvements is shown on Table 7A-2 (Exhibit 7A).  Consumptive water 

use in the irrigation systems is projected to be saved under this analysis. 

There are several irrigation systems in the Middle Rio Grande (MRG) planning region, the 

largest of which is operated and maintained by the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District 

(MRGCD).  The irrigation system of MRGCD spans Sandoval, Bernalillo and Valencia Counties 

in the planning region and other land outside the study area in Socorro County.  There are also 

21 community ditches and acéquias in Sandoval County (Saavedra, 1987), referred to in this 

analysis as “small Sandoval systems.”  The “study area” for this analysis includes both the 

MRGCD and the small Sandoval systems.   

Data over the past 10 to 20 years suggest that the amount of irrigated acreage within MRGCD’s 

irrigated area has remained fairly steady (JSAI, 2000) and no available data show a reduction in 

irrigated land outside MRGCD’s irrigated area within the planning region.  Therefore, for the 

purpose of this analysis it is assumed that irrigated areas will remain constant in the region over 

the study’s time frame. 
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The MRGCD and community ditch systems rely mainly upon on surface water for irrigation, 

although some water from wells is used within and around the planning region.  Irrigation water 

is currently used for the production of food and non-food crops, raising livestock, watering 

landscaped areas, and occasionally watering idle/fallow areas. 

An examination of the existing irrigation systems was carried out in terms of metering irrigation 

water diversions from their source, flowing water within the system on main and distributory 

canals, water diversions to farms, and return flows from farms and to the Rio Grande.  The 

MRGCD is currently implementing a metering and data reporting strategy that includes real-time 

data collection (including agri-meteorological data) and monitoring.  Both MRGCD’s existing 

meters and proposed metering program have been included in this study (see Table 7A-1 in 

Exhibit 7A). 

Physical metering of water flow is carried out in the MRGCD systems at the main canal and 

drain level.  At this time, most of these meters “report” data to MRGCD headquarters via radio 

transmission units.  Most of the small Sandoval systems currently measure water using 

rectangular or V-notch weirs located at the intake structure or at the head of the main canal.  

MRGCD also uses National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Upper 

Rio Grande Water Operations Model (URGWOM) as well as other weather data available on the 

Bureau of Reclamation “ET Toolbox” website (http://www.usbr.gov/rsmg/awards/) to assist in 

system flow operations and management . 

At this time, reliable flow data on the MRGCD and the small Sandoval systems are not 

available.  The data that are available cannot be verified without significant additional field 

studies.  A regular and formal program of flow recording, recordkeeping and reporting needs to 

be established within MRGCD and the small Sandoval systems.  The cost of developing and 

implementing such a system plan is included in Table 7A-3 (Exhibit 7A). 

This analysis is based on a program that would include: 

• Unmanned automatic meteorological stations that provide “real-time” telemetered data to 

irrigation management staff.  MRGCD currently has ten such weather stations.  A 

program to add additional meters linked by radio to MRGCD could include a soil 

moisture probe and a datalogger to give operational staff more information to define and 
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control flow requirements.  This might also be appropriate for some of the larger 

Sandoval ditch systems. 

• Additional unmanned automatic stage level sensors and recorders tied to automatic 

main canal, lateral and drain valve/gate operators that allow irrigation system 

management staff to adjust flows remotely or on-site as required to optimally direct flows 

to laterals or in the case of drainage water to escapes and existing arroyos or the Rio 

Grande.  This would provide MRGCD with the ability to better control a rotational 

irrigation schedule by lateral and/or lateral sub-area. 

• Data recording and reporting programs, including real-time computer-based operations 

and management systems, are needed.  Currently, MRGCD does not use a real-time 

irrigation software system to manage its irrigation operations. 

• Staff, material, and organizational modifications are needed to manage and maintain 

augmented metering and flow control programs (for both MRGCD and the small 

Sandoval irrigation systems). 

• Unit and lump sum cost assumptions used to develop the capital and operational plan 

for this alternative are illustrated in Table 7A-3 (Exhibit 7A). 

Proposed metering and the use of existing and future operational and performance data would 

be part of an improved future irrigation system management plan for all systems in the planning 

area.  The MRGCD and the smaller irrigation systems in the study area already have existing 

flow measuring systems and management programs, some of which are more informal than 

others.  However, almost no on-farm meters exist.  The proposed flow metering management 

systems in this analysis would build on the existing equipment and procedures to enable better 

measurement of irrigation and return flows and better management of diverted and consumed 

irrigation water and return flows. 

Metering flows at the farm level is addressed under this alternative only as a “spot check” 

activity for MRGCD.  Metering all farm turn-outs would be a major undertaking for MRGCD that 

would not only include the purchase, placement, and maintenance of several thousand 

expensive meters but also the hiring of dozens of meter readers, and maintenance staff.  This 
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issue is further addressed in the fact sheet for A-10, Irrigation Efficiency.  The spot checking of 

farm flow turn-outs for research purposes and where problems are suspected along with flow 

measurement at the lateral level would allow MRGCD to reduce wasteful and/or unauthorized 

farm diversions.  A conceptual estimate of the staff required to manage this spot check program 

and the metering flow control operation at the lateral and sub-lateral level are included in the 

cost analysis presented in Table 7A-3 (Exhibit 7A).   

An improved irrigation water metering and control program will result in operational efficiency 

improvements and a reduction in the quantity of water diversion required at each system.  An 

estimate of the diversion water reduction that could result from these operational improvements 

is shown on Table 7A-2 (Exhibit 7A).  No consumptive water use in the irrigation systems is 

projected to be saved under this analysis. 

For more information on estimated irrigation system efficiency coefficients that have been used 

to generate these water quantity values in this analysis, see the fact sheet for Alternative A-9, 

Agricultural Water Conveyance. 

This analysis does include metering and controlling flow at the laterals and sub-laterals within 

the MRGCD and an operational change from continuous irrigation flow to scheduled irrigation 

rotation.  To some extent, this will decrease evapotranspiration and seepage losses in the canal 

system and eliminate the use of water on an unauthorized basis by farmers.  Farmer awareness 

will also be increased, which should also result in some improved on-farm water management.  

However, such an operational change will not affect needed water deliveries to farmers in terms 

of quantity.  

Farmers need to be educated on rotational irrigation operations, with the underlying premise 

that better control of water will help the farmers and improve the reliability of supply in marginal- 

dry or drought years.  Some farmers in the study area have already made on-farm water 

management improvements to improve efficiency and they need to be assured that system 

operational change does not mean less water for them.  Rotational irrigation must be 

implemented with input from farmers and farmer organizations.  Scheduling should consider the 

needs and practices of the farmers.  For example, many weekend farmers can only irrigate on 

Saturday and Sunday.  This issue is further examined in the analysis of Alternative A-10 (see 
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fact sheet for A-10, Irrigation Efficiency).  The estimated cost for this program is included in the 

total program cost shown in Table 7A-3 (Exhibit 7A).  

For the small Sandoval systems, adding and making operational a mechanical stage recording 

meter and automatic gates tied to a meter at each system intake structure would allow 

mayordomos and/or irrigation system managers to better operate their systems and better 

understand overall system water application requirements and rates of flow.  This would be 

especially practical for the larger of these systems.  

As measuring the canal section at each location where a meter/gate combination would be 

placed is beyond the scope of this study, this fact sheet relies on a generic conceptual design 

and cost estimate for a metering program.  The meters and gate structure are assumed for each 

lateral, lateral sub-area, and in each small Sandoval system.  Table 7A-2 (Exhibit 7A) reflects 

these assumptions and includes an estimate of the numbers of meter/gate structures required.  

Skillful use of agri-meteorological data to control irrigation flows at the lateral and sublateral 

level in the MRGCD system will assist in good system water management.  Also, the addition of 

soil moisture probes within the small Sandoval systems can help managers control these 

smaller system flows.  Small system managers should also be instructed in using the BOR’s “ET 

Toolbox” to assist in managing systems irrigation flow.  The ET Toolbox can be used by 

irrigation systems managers and farmers in scheduling and managing irrigation water releases 

so as to account for soil moisture and weather forecasts.   The use of agri-meteorological data 

in planning irrigation releases is especially useful in early system season operations and in 

drought situations. 

The available data for irrigated area, flows, and off-farm MRGCD irrigation efficiency are sparse 

and in some cases inconsistent.  For the MRGCD, irrigated acreages are taken from the 

MRGCD, on-farm and off-farm efficiencies are taken from Wilson (1999) and consumptive 

irrigation use or requirement (CIR) values are assumed from SSPA and Wilson (1999). For the 

small Sandoval systems, the irrigated area data are from Saavedra (1987) and the efficiencies 

and CIR are from Wilson (1999).  Figures 7A-1 and 7A-2 (Exhibit 7A), based on Wilson (1999), 

use these data to display estimated acre-feet per acre components of the water demand for the 

MRGCD system (by county) and the combined small Sandoval systems.   
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While it is difficult to determine which available data are most accurate, the following facts are 

certain: 

• The MRGCD system irrigates production farms, supplemental income-generating farms, 

as wells as landscaped and turfed areas in subdivisions, at homes, and commercial 

sites.  The exact amount of irrigated acreage in each of these categories in unknown   

No data on farmer characteristics are available; however, data on county crop 

production and gross earnings are available 

• The MRGCD canals contribute to aquifer recharge through seepage.  However, 

MRGCD’s permit for beneficial use does not include aquifer recharge.  Riparian flora 

along the canals is, at least in part, maintained by canal seepage.  

• The MRGCD canal system supports large areas of irrigated lands and agriculture within 

three major Pueblos:  Sandia, Isleta, and Cochiti.  

Existing MRGCD flow and/or irrigated area data do not currently reflect the nature of this multi-

purpose system sufficiently.  In reality, all of the numbers generated as indicators of MRGCD 

efficiency may be flawed because overall MRGCD system benefits reflect the unique nature of 

this conservancy district.  For example, comparing the MRGCD system to other high volume 

production agriculture irrigation districts may be misleading as those districts are very different 

form the MRGCD.  Thus such comparisons may be of some value but do not encompass the 

complex issues of the MRGCD.  

With these considerations in mind, data from Papadopulos (2002) and Wilson (1999) are used 

to generate indicators of efficiency improvements that will lead to some projected diversion 

water reduction.  The focus of this fact sheet is on the potential level of diversion water 

reduction that might be feasible while still supporting the various types of irrigated agriculture 

taking place within the MRGCD.  
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3. Alternative Evaluation 

3.1 Technical Feasibility 

Enabling New Technologies and Status 

No new technology is proposed as a part of this analysis.  The ability to design, build and 

operate the equipment and facilities presented in this alternative analysis exists within the study 

area today. Moving from continuous irrigation flow operations to a scheduled irrigation rotation 

within MRGCD and the larger Sandoval systems is technically feasible but may require the 

design and use of new MRGCD irrigation system management software tied to meters and flow 

control equipment and plans. 

Infrastructure Development Requirements 

The proposed program to provide, install and implement a modern  metering/flow control system 

within MRGCD and the small Sandoval systems including total conceptual cost and estimated 

diverted water savings is shown on Tables 7A-2 and 7A-3 (Exhibit 7A). 

Total Time to Implement 

It is estimated that a program to bring improved system management, recordkeeping, and 

reporting to irrigation systems as conceptually outlined in this analysis might take five years to 

design and implement. 

3.1.1 Physical and Hydrological Impacts 

Effect on Water Demand 

The primary effect from this alternative will be a reduction in diversions.  Minor potential 

changes in consumptive use are described under water savings/lost.  

Effect on Water Supply (Surface and Groundwater) 

Changing irrigation operations from more continuous flow to a scheduled rotation would allow 

the MRGCD to reduce river diversions.  The question of what happens to the water that is no 

longer being diverted would be determined by legal considerations.  From a practical 

perspective, fewer water diversions would mean that more water stays in El Vado reservoir, 

which stores water used for irrigation in the MRGCD.  If less water is needed for irrigation in the 

MRGCD, less water would be released from the reservoir   Water in the reservoir could be used 

to extend the irrigation season and provide farmers with a full water supply.   
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Water Saved/Lost (Consumption and Depletions) 

As discussed above, the primary result from this alternative is a reduction in diversions.  

Anecdotal information exists that seems to indicate farmers will do more to manage on-farm 

water application and control when conservation measures are taken upstream from farms.  

This might result in a small consumptive use reduction. 

Incidental off-farm conveyance depletions are on the order of 3 percent of the total diversions 

(Wilson, 1999).  With improved efficiencies due to scheduling, 42,800 acre-feet of reductions in 

diversions are estimated (Table 7A-2).  A 3 percent reduction of this amount would result in 

about 1,300 acre-feet per year of savings due to reduced evaporation and evapotranspiration.  

Once a metering program is in place and a better understanding of current depletions is 

developed, potential savings could be more accurately estimated. 

Impacts to Water Quality (and mitigations) 

This alternative is not anticipated to impact water quality. 

Watershed/Geologic Impacts 

Further study is needed to evaluate the impact of seepage reduction on the Rio Grande bosque. 

3.1.2 Environmental Impacts 

Impact to Ecosystems 

Changes in recharge to the shallow aquifer due to changes in flows through canals may impact 

the bosque and the types of ecosystem that may be established in the canals and drains of the 

MRGCD.  However, flows in the system are already intermittent due to the seasonal nature of 

irrigation.   

Increased water in storage could be released to enhance ecosystem functions, depending on 

ownership of the water.  

Implications to Endangered Species 

This alternative would affect endangered species only if increased water in storage is released 

to enhance aquatic and riparian ecosystems that support certain endangered species (silvery 

minnow, southwestern willow flycatcher).   
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3.2 Financial Feasibility 
3.2.1 Initial Cost to Implement 

The cost for implementing the proposed metering program would be approximately $7 million, 

which would result in a per-acre cost of $160 to reduce diverted water by 42,800 acre-feet. 

3.2.2 Potential Funding Source 

Federal programs administered by the Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture and the National Resources Conservation Service might provide funding for part or 

all of a metering  program.  Special federal appropriations might also be available.  Funding 

from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the State of New Mexico through the ISC might also 

be available through the existing acéquia improvement and construction assistance program.  

Special funding appropriations can also be made available through the state legislation.  User 

(farmer) water rates can also be increased to cover the cost of such a program. 

3.2.3 Ongoing Cost for Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance costs, projected at approximately $450,000, are presented in Table 

7A-3 in Exhibit 7A.   
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All land, water, crop and cost numbers presented in this table are based on published documents or data from agencies, many of which use estimates or placeholder assumptions 
to assign values.  These values are based in part on empirical data (measurements, studies) however, they should not be considered as measured data. Therefore, the results of 
this analysis should be viewed as conceptual only and not as factual.  Specific, more accurate data needs include, cropped acreages, crop irrigation requirements, on- and off-farm
efficiency coefficients.  References for all source documents have been provided.

Notes and Assumptions
1 Information Supplied by MRGCD Gensler, David (MRGCD), e-mail correspondence, file attachment, 12/13/02

# Location ID RTU # Status Type Control Loc. Lat. Loc. Long. Comments

1 ALGODONES DRAIN ALGDR 108 existing RTU LT FLUME N 35 22' 45" W 106 29' 44" NEW FLUME IN JAN '02, NOW GOOD GAGE
2 ALBUQUERQUE MAIN CANAL ALBCN 108 existing RTU LT FLUME N 35 22' 13" W 106 30' 20" NEW FLUME IN DEC '01, NOW GOOD GAGE

3 ATRISCO FEEDER CANAL ATFCN 108 existing RTU DROP N 35 22' 13" W 106 30' 45"
OLDIE BUT GOODIE OVER LARGE CONCRETE 
DROP STRUCTURE

4 ANGOSTURA DIVERSION ANGDV 108 existing CALC CALCULATED VALUE FROM 3 GAGE INPUTS
5 BERNALILLO ACEQUIA BERCN 118 existing RTU LT FLUME N 35 19' 57" W 106 31' 54"  
6 CORRALES MAIN CANAL CORCN 113 existing RTU LT FLUME N 35 16' 37" W 106 36' 07" NEW FLUME IN OCT '02

7 SANDIA LAKES WASTEWAY SANWW 114 existing RTU OVERSHOT N 35 13' 38" W 106 35' 29"
SECOND MRGCD AUTOMATION PROJECT IN 
FALL OF '02

8 UPPER CORRALES DRAIN UCRDR 109 existing RTU LT FLUME N 35 12' 20" W 106 38' 27"
9 CORRALES WASTEWAY CORWW 112 existing RTU DROP N 35 02' 40" W 106 40' 28"

10 CENTRAL AVENUE WASTEWAY CENWW 110 existing RTU OVERSHOT N 35 05' 47" W 106 41' 18"
FIRST MRGCD AUTOMATION PROJECT IN 
FALL OF '01

11 ARMIJO ACEQUIA ARMCN 111 existing RTU PARSCHALL N 35 05' 16" W 106 41' 00"
FLUME IN POOR SHAPE, SHOULD BE 
REPLACED

12 ATRISCO DITCH ATDCN 111 existing RTU PARSCHALL N 35 05' 15" W 106 41' 01"
FLUME IN POOR SHAPE, SHOULD BE 
REPLACED

13 ARENAL MAIN CANAL ARECN 104 existing RTU LT FLUME N 35 05' 17" W 106 41' 46" NEW FLUME IN DEC '02
14 ALBUQUERQUE DRAIN (CENTRAL) ALBDR 105 existing RTU CHANNEL N 35 22' 14" W 106 30' 38" VERY OLD GAGE, BUT GOOD

15 ALBUQUERQUE DRAIN (ISLETA) ARSDR 115 existing RTU CHANNEL N 34 56' 10" W 106 40' 45"
NEEDS FLUME, BUT PROBABLY NOT TIL LATE 
'03

16 ATRISCO DRAIN (ISLETA) ATRDR 116 existing RTU CHANNEL N 34 56' 06" W 106 41' 07"
NEEDS FLUME, BUT PROBABLY NOT TIL LATE 
'03

17 BELEN HIGH LINE CANAL BELCN 121 existing RTU CHANNEL N 34 53' 58" W 106 42' 05" OLD GAGE, SHOULD GET FLUME IN LATE '03

18 PERALTA MAIN CANAL PERCN 120 existing RTU DB WEIR N 34 53' 43" W 106 41' 25"
OLD GAGE, TO GET NEW AUTOMATED 
OVERSHOT IN MAR '03

19 CHICAL LATERAL CHICN 119 existing RTU LT FLUME N 34 54' 17" W 106 41' 02"
TO GET NEW AUTOMATED OVERSHOT IN 
MAR '03

20 CHICAL ACEQUIA CHACN 119 existing RTU LT FLUME N 34 54' 16" W 106 41' 00"  
21 CACIQUE ACEQUIA CACCN 119 existing RTU LT FLUME N 34 54' 13" W 106 41' 03"  
22 ISLETA DIVERSION ISLDV 119 existing CALC  CALCULATED VALUE FROM 5 GAGE INPUTS

23 RIO GRANDE BELOW ISLETA ISLDN 119 existing RTU CHANNEL N 34 54' 17" W 106 41' 04'
GAGE MOVED TO W SIDE RECENTLY, 
AUTOMATE GATE IN MAR '03

24 PERALTA WASTEWAY PERWW 123 existing RTU LT FLUME N 34 41' 29" W 106 44' 30"  
25 LOWER PERALTA DRAIN #1 LP1DR 125 existing RTU OVERSHOT N 34 39' 22" W 106 44' 13"  
26 BELEN DRAIN BELDR 124 existing RTU LT FLUME  
27 LOWER PERALTA DRAIN #2 LP2DR existing RTU OVERSHOT BUILT, BUT RTU NOT WIRED YET
28 FEEDER 3 WASTEWAY FD3WW 122 existing RTU LT FLUME N 34 34' 15" W 106 46' 19"  
29 STOREY WASTEWAY STYWW existing RTU LT FLUME BUILT, BUT RTU NOT WIRED YET

Table 7A-1:  MRGCD Reported Existing and Planned Flow Gauges
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All land, water, crop and cost numbers presented in this table are based on published documents or data from agencies, many of which use estimates or placeholder assumptions 
to assign values.  These values are based in part on empirical data (measurements, studies) however, they should not be considered as measured data. Therefore, the results of 
this analysis should be viewed as conceptual only and not as factual.  Specific, more accurate data needs include, cropped acreages, crop irrigation requirements, on- and off-farm
efficiency coefficients.  References for all source documents have been provided.

Notes and Assumptions
1 Information Supplied by MRGCD Gensler, David (MRGCD), e-mail correspondence, file attachment, 12/13/02

# Location ID RTU # Status Type Control Loc. Lat. Loc. Long. Comments

Table 7A-1:  MRGCD Reported Existing and Planned Flow Gauges

30 SABINAL DRAIN SABDR 126 existing RTU LT FLUME  
31 LOWER SAN JUAN DRAIN LSJDR 103 existing RTU CHANNEL N 34 24' 50" W 106 47' 42" OLD GAGE, RENOVATED IN NOV '02
32 SANDIA PEAK REPEATER SANPK 253 existing RTU COMMS
33 POLLING UNIT AT GO PLSLV 102 existing RTU COMMS
34 POLLING UNIT AT GO PLSLV 2 existing RTU COMMS
35 PENA BLANCA WEATHER STATION PBLN5 3 existing WEATHER
36 JARALES WEATHER STATION JRLN5 4 existing WEATHER
37 ANGOSTURA WEATHER STATION ANGN5 5 existing WEATHER
38 LUIS LOPEZ WEATHER STATION LLZN5 6 existing WEATHER

39
ALBUQUERQUE BOSQUE WEATHER 
STATION BBAN5 7 existing WEATHER VANDALIZED IN '01, MAY BE REBUILT IN '03

40 CANDELARIA FARMS WEATHER ST CANN5 8 existing WEATHER
41 INDIAN HILL FARMS WEATHER ST IHFN5 9 existing WEATHER
42 ISLETA DRAIN ISLDR 2004 RTU UNGAGED, STILL NO PLANS, TENTATIVE  '04
43 240 WASTEWAY 240WW 2004 RTU WEIR TO BE CONSTRUCTED JAN '04

44 LOWER CORRALES DRAIN LCRDR 112 2003 RTU N 35 02' 40" W 106 40' 28"
GAGE VANDALIZED IN '99, NOW ESTIMATED 
BUT VERY STEADY FLOW, NEED TO REPAIR

45 PARARITO ACEQUIA PJACN 2003 RTU LT FLUME
WILL GET AUTOMATED OVERSHOT IN CHECK 
IN FEB '03

46 GUNCLUB LATERAL GCLCN 2003 RTU LT FLUME
WILL GET AUTOMATED OVERSHOT IN CHECK 
IN FEB '03

47 INDIAN LATERAL INDCN 2003 RTU LT FLUME TO BUILD FLUME IN JAN '03
48 BUTTE LATERAL BUTCN 2003 RTU LT FLUME TO BUILD FLUME IN JAN '03
49 NEW BELEN WASTEWAY NBAWW 2003 RTU LT FLUME TO BE CONSTRUCTED JAN '04
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All land, water, crop and cost numbers presented in this table are based on published documents or data from agencies, many of which use estimates or placeholder assumptions 
to assign values.  These values are based in part on empirical data (measurements, studies) however, they should not be considered as measured data. Therefore, the results of 
this analysis should be viewed as conceptual only and not as factual.  Specific, more accurate data needs include, cropped acreages, crop irrigation requirements, on- and off-farm
efficiency coefficients.  References for all source documents have been provided.

Assumptions and Notes
1 Improved metered and controlled irrigation flow is estimated to allow a 10% system efficiency (applied as 5% improvement in each on- and off-farm efficiency)

Kay, Melvin, Surface Irrigation: Systems and Practice , Cranfield Press, 1986, page 39 (10-20%)
2 Irrigated acreages and efficiencies (Ef, Ec, and Ej): Irrigated acreage - MRGCD (2000)   Efficiencies and coefficients - Wilson, B. (1999) (1997)

Consumptive Irrigation Requirement (CIR) 2.2 acre-feet/acre for MRGCD system : S.S. Papadopulos & Assoc., Inc., MRGCD Efficiency and Metering Program , 

(CIR values should be viewed at estimates   NM Interstate Stream Commission, December 2002
  not measured values) 1.13 acre-feet/acre for small Sandoval systems : Wilson, B., Water Use by Categories in NM Counties and River

  Basins and Irrigated Acreage, 1999
(Note Wilson, B., NM OSE, Tech. Report #49 - Consumptive Irrigation Use reported as 
  1.678 acre-feet per acre

3 See Table A9-4 and A9-5 for irrigation system efficiency calculation
4 Exercise accounting attempts to exclude any return flows from upstream irrigated areas being counted as diversion water on downstream areas (See Note 1. Table 9A-2)
5 In column 7, incidental off-farm depletions (ID) are subtracted from possible diversion water reduction.  ID coefficient from Wilson, B. (1999)
6 It is assumed that irrigated areas include fallow but note idle lands

# County / System
Reported 
Irrigated 

Area (2001)

Existing 
Consumptive 

Irrigation 
Requirement

Existing Total 
System 

Diversion 
Requirement

Existing System 
Irrigation 

Efficiency (Ej)

Diversion Water 
Reduction Due to 
Adoption of Fixed 

Irrigation Schedule, 
Better System 

Operations

Resultant 
System 

Diversion 
Requirement

Resultant 
System 

Irrigation 
Efficiency (Ej)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
acres acre-feet acre-feet % acre-feet acre-feet %

1 Sandoval (MRGCD) 6,733            14,813               48,218                30.7% 5,260                        42,958               34.5%
2 Bernalillo (MRGCD) 12,870          28,314               92,168                30.7% 10,397                      81,771               34.6%
3 Valencia (MRGCD) 30,938          68,064               212,699              32.0% 25,865                      186,833             36.4%
4 Small Systems - Sandoval County 4,639            5,242                 14,977                35.0% 1,281                        13,696               38.3%

Totals 55,180          116,432             368,062              31.6% 42,803                      325,259             35.8%

Before After
Study area irrigation efficiency (Ej) 31.6% 35.8%

Table 7A-2: Proposed MRGCD and Small Sandoval Irrigation Systems Metering Program: Improvements to System Irrigation Efficiency
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Evaluation of Alternatives for the
Middle Rio Grande Regional Water Plan

A7—Agricultural Metering
Exhibit 7A

All land, water, crop and cost numbers presented in this table are based on published documents or data from agencies, many of which use estimates or placeholder assumptions 
to assign values.  These values are based in part on empirical data (measurements, studies) however, they should not be considered as measured data. Therefore, the results of 
this analysis should be viewed as conceptual only and not as factual.  Specific, more accurate data needs include, cropped acreages, crop irrigation requirements, on- and off-farm
efficiency coefficients.  References for all source documents have been provided.

Assumptions and Notes
1 Cost of Existing Planned MRGCD 2003 and 2004 Plan

2003 6 meters and facilities 20,000.00$          each
2004 2 meters and facilities 20,000.00$          each

2 Proposed Metering and Control Program to include D-canal meters and controls in MRGCD lateral service areas and for each small system in Sandoval county.
  a Add one meter/control gate/RTU combo for each lateral service area >350 and < 1,000 acres: S.S. Papadopulos & Assoc., Inc., MRGCD Efficiency and Metering 

Program , NM Interstate Stream Commission, December 2002, Table 3.1
  b. Facility Cost Estimates: Site work 3,500$                 

Equipment 9,500$                 
Concrete work and flume 6,500$                 

Equipment stage recorder 6,500$                         Control gate 7,000$                 
soil moisture meter 1,200$                         Radio Trans. Unit (RTU) 4,000$                 
datalogger 1,800$                         Power and Controls 7,500$                 

9,500$                         Fencing 1,500$                 
Sub Tot. Construction 39,500$               

Design, survey @ 9% 3,555$                 
Grand Total 43,055$               

3 On-farm portable flow meters (12) 2,400$                     each
4 Cost estimates do not include any annual project financing costs.  Costs do not include the positive value that might be realized from saved water used for other beneficial use.

# County Existing Lateral 
Service Areas

Proposed Lateral 
Meter/Gate/RTU 

Facilities
New Lateral Program Cost MRGCD 2003 

Program
MRGCD 2004 

Program
 Existing and Proposed 

Programs Cost

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
# # $ $ $ $

1 Sandoval 12 19 818,045$                                
2 Bernalillo 35 43 1,851,365$                             

Valencia 50 63 2,712,465$                             
3 Small Systems - Sandoval County 21 21 904,155$                                

Totals 146 6,286,030$                             120,000.00$          40,000.00$          6,446,030$                      

Total of MRGCD Metering/Controls (construction only) 6,446,030$                  Add 6 new full time staff (10 year cost) 360,000$                         
Provide 12 portable on-farm flow meters 28,800$                       Operation and Maintenance (10 years) 73,000$                           

Initial Operations Training 75,000$                       433,000$                         
MRGCD and Small Systems Operations Study and Plan 250,000$                     

Farmer Education Program 150,000$                     
Grand Total 6,949,830$                  

Possible Diversion Water Reduced (acre-feet) 42,803                             
Cost per acre foot of diverted water reduced 162$                                

5 Years to Implement Program

Capital Project Cost Estimate Annual Recurring Expenditures

Table 7A-3: Proposed MRGCD and Small Sandoval Irrigation Systems Metering Program - Proposed Costs
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Evaluation of Alternatives for the
Middle Rio Grande Regional Water Plan

A7—Agricultural Metering
Exhibit 7A

All land, water, crop and cost numbers presented in this table are based on published documents or data from agencies, many of which use estimates or placeholder assumptions 
to assign values.  These values are based in part on empirical data (measurements, studies) however, they should not be considered as measured data. Therefore, the results of 
this analysis should be viewed as conceptual only and not as factual.  Specific, more accurate data needs include, cropped acreages, crop irrigation requirements, on- and off-farm
efficiency coefficients.  References for all source documents have been provided.

Assumptions and Notes Efficiency coefficients from Wilson, B., (1999) (1997)

Sandoval 
(MRGCD)

Bernalillo 
(MRGCD)

Valencia 
(MRGCD)

Sandoval 
Small Types

Sandoval 
(MRGCD)

Bernalillo 
(MRGCD)

Valencia 
(MRGCD) Sandoval Small

1 Consumptive Irrigation Requirement 2.20             2.20           2.20             1.13             
2 Incidental Depletions, On-Farm, Below Farm 0.69             0.55           0.35             0.25             ID-On, Below 15.0% 12.0% 7.9% 11.0%
3 Deep Percolation and Runoff 1.70             1.83           1.85             0.88             On-farm 48.0% 48.0% 50.0% 50.0%
4 Incidental Depletions, Off-Farm 0.08             0.08           0.15             0.04             ID-Off 3.0% 3.0% 6.0% 3.0%
5 Seepage 2.50             2.50           2.33             1.23             Off-Farm 64.0% 64.0% 64.0% 64.0%
6 Total System Diversion 7.16             7.16           6.88             3.53             

7 Conveyance Loss 2.58             2.58           2.48             1.27             
8 Farm Delivery Requirement 4.58             4.58           4.40             2.26             
9 Total System Diversion 7.16             7.16           6.88             3.53             

EfficienciesAcre Feet / Acre

Figure A7-1 and A7-2:  MRGCD and Small Sandoval Systems - Components of Water Demand 
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